Emulator - Emulator Issues #11689
Hotkeys not work in dolphin-emu-cli
04/21/2019 04:17 PM - CyberConan

Status:

New

Priority:

Normal

% Done:

0%

Assignee:
Category:
Target version:
Operating system:

N/A

Relates to
performance:

No

Issue type:

Feature request

Easy:

No

Relates to
maintainability:

No

Milestone:
Regression:

No

Regression start:

Relates to usability:

No

Fixed in:

Description
Game Name?
All games
Game ID? (right click the game in the game list, Properties, Info tab)
All games
MD5 Hash? (right click the game in the game list, Properties, Verify tab, Verify Integrity button)
All games
What's the problem? Describe what went wrong.
Hotkeys stored in Hotkeys.ini works well in game launched with dolphin-emu but not when launched with dolphin-emu-cli (nogui
version).
What steps will reproduce the problem?
Hotkeys works: dolphin-emu Resident\ Evil\ 4\ (PAL).gcz
Hotkeys not work: dolphin-emu-cli Resident\ Evil\ 4\ (PAL).gcz
dolphin-emu r9958 compiled from AUR in Arch Linux.
Is the issue present in the latest stable version?
Last stable version is too old :)
If the issue isn't present in the latest stable version, which is the first broken version? (You can find the first broken version by
bisecting. Windows users can use the tool
https://forums.dolphin-emu.org/Thread-green-notice-development-thread-unofficial-dolphin-bisection-tool-for-finding-broken-builds
and anyone who is building Dolphin on their own can use git bisect.)
Not applicable.
If your issue is a graphical issue, please attach screenshots and record a three frame fifolog of the issue if possible.
Screenshots showing what it is supposed to look like from either console or older builds of Dolphin will help too. For more
information on how to use the fifoplayer, please check here: https://wiki.dolphin-emu.org/index.php?title=FifoPlayer
Not applicable.
What are your PC specifications? (CPU, GPU, Operating System, more)
i5 with NVidia 840M over ArchLinux
Is there anything else that can help developers narrow down the issue? (e.g. logs, screenshots,
configuration files, savefiles, savestates)
I whish can be reproduced.
Related issues:
Has duplicate Emulator - Emulator Issues #12387: Hotkey not work in dolphin-e...

04/15/2021

Duplicate

1/2

History
#1 - 04/21/2019 05:28 PM - spycrab0
- Issue type changed from Bug to Feature request

#2 - 04/26/2019 08:33 PM - peter_parker
I'm facing the same after update my version to Dolphin 5.0-9989 (building from github master).
I suspect that the change made in
https://github.com/dolphin-emu/dolphin/commit/836f76da898ee514022d7b2c84a88f6dcc1a4c0b#diff-2c08ca34aff286376faeda772a77e5cd that
moved the keyevents from MainNoGui to PlatformX11.cpp is the reason.

#3 - 01/17/2021 07:25 PM - Dan81
Problem Is stll present . Please add this features. It Is necessary to integrate Dolphin ti emulationstation on Raspberry. We can start rom but we can't
exit

#4 - 01/19/2021 02:57 PM - JosJuice
- Has duplicate Emulator Issues #12387: Hotkey not work in dolphin-emu-nogui added

04/15/2021
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